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ABSTRACT
Positive emotion can help augment human creativity. To utilize this potential in an interactive system, we propose that such a system should be designed to regulate the emotions that are caused by a creative task. We argue that this can be done by hacking the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation. To this end, we have conceived and made an interactive system that is designed to regulate positive emotion during an idea generation and an insight problem solving task. The system regulates emotion by letting users interact using arm gestures that are designed based on motor expressions, choreographed in a way that enables emotion regulation. Using this interactive system we experimentally test the hypotheses that positive approaching, rather than negative avoiding arm gestures, used to interact with a system, can heighten positive emotion, and augment creativity. The findings demonstrate that an interactive system can be designed to use the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation to help people perform better on certain creative tasks.
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INTRODUCTION
Emotion influences how well and in what way people perform creatively in their everyday lives [2]. This provides an opportunity for designers of technologies that aim to augment creativity to develop systems that influence emotion, and via emotion, augment creativity. However, until now, the possibilities to develop such systems have been limited [20, 21, 23]. This is surprising, because creativity is often seen as the new smart, a sought after skill that helps well-being, innovation, and culture thrive [22].

EMOTION AND CREATIVITY
Emotions have been defined as adaptations in the way people think and act, driven by the changing relationship between an individual’s environment and its well-being [26]. Emotions are made up of changes in a number of components, including the following: subjective evaluations of events in the individual’s environment (e.g. this seems pleasant); action tendencies that guide taking appropriate action (e.g. approaching a pleasant event); somatic and neuro-endocrine changes to support these evaluations and actions (e.g. dopamine release in reward structures in the brain); motor expressions - the physical actions that form part of an emotion (e.g. smiling and approach arm movements); and feelings, which are the aspects of these changes that the individual becomes aware of, and are used to monitor emotional wellbeing (e.g. I feel happy) [26].

Creativity has been defined as the development of problem solutions or artifacts that are both novel and effective [22]. This involves executing a distinct set of information processing steps (the creative process). For instance, concepts may be combined to generate ideas, and generated ideas may be evaluated to estimate whether they should be further developed. Creativity is augmented when these steps are executed in a way that favours the emergence of novel and effective outcomes.
The relationship between emotion and creativity depends on the influence of the adaptive nature of an emotion on the execution of the creative process [10]. Positive emotions, and in particular those that are characterized by approach action tendencies favour creativity [2]. Positive emotion (e.g. joy or pride) is generated by the subjective evaluation that an event is conducive to the goals of an individual [26]. This stimulates dopamine release in the mesocortical and mesolimbic areas of the brain, which is associated with an increase in the flexibility with which information is relayed to other brain areas [1]. The resulting increase in flexibility makes it easier to 1) generate many and diverse ideas, a marker for creativity during the idea generation step in the creative process, and 2) gain creative insights as measured by insight problem solving tasks [2] (Figure 1). Approach action tendencies, or in other words the pursuit of a positive outcome, can further support the link between positive emotion and creativity [2].

**Figure 1. Illustration of the relationship between positive emotion and creative idea generation mediated by flexibility.**

*Interactive systems* designed to influence the relationship between emotion and creativity are scarce, though some examples do exist. Emotion elicitation techniques developed in psychology have been tested on crowdsourcing platforms within this context [20, 21]. For instance, priming positive emotion by placing a positive picture on the crowdsourcing platform during an idea generation task augments creativity [20]. Another development is using of the tendency of people to mirror each other’s facial expressions to influence emotion. For example, manipulating faces into a desired facial expression in a video feed that is used to communicate during collaborative brainstorming augments idea generation when the faces are manipulated in a positive rather than a negative facial expression [23]. From the examples above, we can see that interactive systems can be designed to influence the relationship between emotion and creativity, to help people perform better on certain creative tasks.

In this paper we focus on the relationship between positive emotion and creativity during idea generation and insight problem solving. This leads to our first hypothesis (H1).

**H1:** An interactive system that augments positive emotion can augment creativity during idea generation and insight problem solving.

**MOTION AND EMOTION**

Motor expressions are the physical actions that form part of an emotion [7, 26]. For instance, we smile when we see something nice, or we might push away the things we do not like. Motor expressions also regulate emotion [14]. This is because motor expressions are connected to the other emotion components via feedback loops [26]. Thus, changes in motor expressions influence the disposition towards having certain emotions, and the intensity of those emotions.

![Figure 2. Motor expressions can regulate emotion by introducing A) positive feedback via congruence, and B) negative feedback via suppression.](image)

*Congruence* between a motor expression and an emotion provides positive feedback to that emotion, which increases the disposition to have and intensity of that emotion (Figure 2A). This is found across the emotion components, for instance: smiling increases the pleasantness associated with pleasant pictures [27]; arm flexion increases positive feelings when it suggests pulling something towards you that you desire, facilitating approach action tendencies [6]; smiling is shown to activate reward structures in the brain [29]; and mimicking emotion expressions increases the consciously experienced feelings of these emotions [12]. *Suppression* of a motor expression can lead to negative feedback, which decreases the disposition to have, and the intensity of an emerging emotion (Figure 2B). For instance, injecting Botox to block frowning reduces symptoms of mild depression [13]. These findings show two ways in which motor expressions can regulate emotion.

There are, however, certain *conditions* that need to be met for motor expressions to help regulate emotion. We hold the view that emotions are caused by personally relevant events that happen in an individuals’ environment [26]. Hence, motor expressions do not ‘cause’ emotion, but regulate existing emotion. For instance, approach arm movements influence emotion when people subjectively evaluate the emotion of a face, but not when they evaluate its spatial properties [25]. Therefore, we assume that motor expressions need to happen around the same time an emotion is caused. Motor expressions must also fit with an emotion in order to regulate it. For instance, when predicting the cause of future problems and opportunities, adopting an angry or sad pose only influences the prediction of future problems, not opportunities [18]. We assume that these conditions need to be met if we want to use the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation.

*Interactive systems* designed to use the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation are scarce. One project that uses electrical stimulation of the muscles involved in smiling as a therapeutic tool appears to augment coping.
Physical positioning using an automated chair has been used to impose postures that are congruent with movie scenes, which increased the perceived intensity of some positive movie scenes [19]. Embodied interactions have also been designed based on characteristics of motor expressions (postures) that associate with high and low power [16]. Used as a way to interact with a mathematics game, it was hypothesized that this would help to combat math anxiety, but no results on this have been published until now. However, there are reports of heightened emotional engagement in computer games that enable or impose motor expressions during interaction [3, 4, 17]. This demonstrates that it is possible, in certain circumstances, to develop interactive systems that hack the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation.

In this paper we will attempt to enable the regulation of positive emotion by designing arm gestures based on expressions of positive emotion and approach action tendencies, and negative emotion and avoidance action tendencies. This leads to our second hypothesis (H2).

**H2: Using positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures to interact with a system augments positive emotion.**

**EMOTION, MOTION, AND CREATIVITY**

Based on the above, we believe that motor expressions may be able to help regulate positive emotion during a creative task because as well as emotion influencing creativity, creativity also causes emotion [2, 5]. In other words, we hypothesize that when a creative task causes emotion, and the motor expression 1) happens at the same time, and 2) fits with the caused emotion, it may be able to help regulate this emotion. For instance, positive emotion can help to generate many, diverse ideas [2] and generating many, diverse ideas can increase the likelihood that a generated idea is an original idea [22] as described above. This in itself can cause positive emotion [5] (Figure 3). A positive motor expression can then help regulate that positive emotion to the benefit of creativity (Figure 4).

![Figure 3. Illustration of the reciprocal nature of the relationship between positive emotion and creative ideation.](Image)

This way, motor expressions may influence creativity during idea generation and insight problem solving. In a previous study it has already been shown that smiling and performing arm flexion rather than frowning and performing arm extension helped regulate positive emotion, and via positive emotion, augmented creativity during an idea generation task [11]. In this paper we investigate translation of these findings into an interactive system that hacks the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation to augment creativity, which is novel in an interactive systems context.

![Figure 4. Illustration of how the reciprocal relation between positive emotion and creative ideation can be regulated by positive motor expressions.](Image)

We will focus on using arm expressions designed based on motor expressions of positive emotion and approach action tendencies as a means to regulate positive emotion and augment creativity during idea generation and insight problem solving. This leads to our third hypothesis (H3).

**H3: Using positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures to interact with a system augments creativity.**

**HACKING THE FUNCTION OF MOTOR EXPRESSIONS IN EMOTION REGULATION**

To demonstrate our ideas we have developed a ‘proof of concept’ interactive system that: 1) uses arm gestures designed based on motor expressions that associate with positive emotion and approach tendencies, and with negative emotion and avoidance tendencies; and 2) uses a choreography of interaction that meets the conditions that are necessary for motor expressions to help regulate emotion.

**Arm gestures**

The *positive approach arm gesture* used to interact with our system is arm flexion (links to approach tendencies [6]) characterized by a centrifugal movement that starts at the side of the body and moves with a curve toward the heart, executed with a balanced level of muscle tension (links to positive emotion [7, 26]) (Figure 6A). This gesture is designed to increase positive emotion, when it occurs, via congruence, and decrease negative emotion via suppression. The *negative avoidance arm gesture* is arm extension (links to avoidance tendencies [6]) characterized by a centripetal movement that starts at the side of the body, then moves to the chest (diaphragm), and then outwards away from the body, using a slightly increased level of muscle force (links to negative emotion [7, 26]) (Figure 6B). This gesture is designed to increase negative emotion when it happens via congruence, and decrease positive emotion via suppression.

**Choreography of interaction**

To enable emotion regulation we designed a ‘choreography’ based on the conditions that enable motor
expressions to regulate emotion. The arm gestures need to happen at the same time as any emotions caused during the creative task. We assume that emotions tend to happen right after an idea is generated or an insight problem is answered. These are events at which people might subjectively evaluate their creative task performance (e.g. positive: this idea was very good, or negative: again an idea of insufficient quality). If these caused emotions are positive and involve approach action tendencies, or are negative and involve avoidance action tendencies, the designed arm gestures can help regulate these emotions in an intended direction, and thereby influence creativity (Figure 5). To implement this, the arm gestures are consistently used immediately after people generate an idea or solve an insight problem.

![Figure 5. Illustration of how positive approach arm gestures used as part of embodied interaction can help regulate positive emotion due to the reciprocal relationship between creativity and positive emotion.](image)

**The interactive system**

To test whether the arm gestures used in our proposed choreography of interaction enable us to hack the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation, we developed a basic interactive system for experimental purposes. This system is an application that hosts two creative activities, an idea generation task and an insight problem solving task. The system enables users to record their ideas or solutions with a Dictaphone by using the arm gestures.

The arm gestures are used to record an idea or solution just after it is generated, using a microphone. To start recording, the user does the arm gesture; to keep recording, the user keeps the end position of the gesture stable; and to stop recording the user releases the gesture. For the insight problem solving task releasing the arm gesture would also present the next insight problem. To meet the basic demands of the creativity tasks we present an image of the subject of the idea generation during the idea generation task, and the insight problems that need to be solved during the insight problem solving task on the screen. In case the arm gesture is used to record an idea, visual feedback is given by means of a blinking recording sign (• rec).

To enable the system to automatically trigger the recording, we use a Kinect sensor and a mechanical myograph in a classification setup. We capture the relative angles between the shoulder and the elbow, and the elbow and the wrist of the dominant arm with the Kinect; and muscle force from the biceps, triceps, flexor capri, and extensor capri is calculated by taking the root mean square of the signal of a mechanical myograph (Figure 6). We assume this captures the characteristics on which basis the gestures were designed, see [9] for further details. We trained four hidden Markov models to classify: no gesture; the start of the gesture; keeping the gesture; and releasing the gesture, using the Viterbi algorithm. The parameters were set using grid search. The user and researcher work together to record and annotate the data for the models. Classification is done using ARGMAX of a sequence on the log probability under each model. The developed models are automatically tested for performance. In case of insufficient performance ($f_1$-score<0.95) the researcher switches to a Wizard of Oz approach, i.e. the researcher triggers the recording him or herself when the user does the arm gesture.

![Figure 6. Illustration of the setup (left), and the end position of the A) positive approach and B) negative avoid gesture.](image)

**METHOD**

To evaluate the system, we used an experimental between-group setup with people in one group using the positive approach arm gesture, and people in the other group the negative avoidance arm gesture, to interact with the system. We favoured the between group over a within group setup because it enabled us, given limited resources, to test the interactive system with two different creativity tasks. Moreover, we chose to not counterbalance the order of the creative tasks because we prioritized results for the idea generation task, which builds upon our previous work [11], over the insight problem solving task, which we consider more of an exploration. In total 37 people participated in this study ($M_{age}$=32, $SD_{age}$=7, Males=20, Females=17, Left handed=7, Right handed=30), with 19 participants using a positive approach and 18 participants using the negative avoidance arm gesture. We switched to a Wizard of Oz mode with 8 participants in both experimental conditions. The participants were students and employees of City University London.

**Creative tasks**

As mentioned, we embedded two creative tasks in our application. Task 1 was the alternative uses task which was used to assess creativity during idea generation [24]. We
instructed participants to generate as many and diverse original uses for a brick. They were given 5 minutes to do this. Task 2 was a verbal insight problem solving task which was used as an indicator of general creative problem solving ability [8]. We instructed participants to solve as many insight problems as they could within 10 minutes, but to try not to spend more than half a minute on each problem. Insight problems are verbal puzzles that have only one correct answer, but cannot easily be solved using the details provided in descriptions of the problems themselves, nor by step-by-step logical thinking (e.g. Q: Is it legal for a man to marry his widow’s sister? A: No, he’s dead.). For both tasks the participants were instructed to do their best.

Assessment of creativity
To assess creativity during idea generation, we analyzed the outcomes of the alternative uses task by counting the amount of ideas that a participant generated (fluency), the amount of semantic concepts used in the generated ideas (flexibility), and the statistical infrequency of the participants’ ideas, given the ideas generated by all the participants [24]. To correct for inflation of originality for participants that were very fluent we used the percentage score, i.e. divided fluency by the count of original ideas [24]. To assess creativity during the insight problem solving task we calculated the percentage of correctly solved insight problems by dividing the amount of answered problems by the amount of correctly answered problems [8, 24].

Assessment of emotion
People self-reported their emotional state on a Likert scale (9 points) from negative to positive emotion after each task, which was part of a questionnaire.

Assessment of possible alternative causes
The questionnaire was further used to assess any possible alternative causes of variation by the designed arm gestures. To this end we asked people to self-report on the: 1) pleasantness and unpleasantness of the arm gestures themselves, 2) physical effort needed to perform the arm gestures, and 3) degree of freedom with which the arm could be moved given that there were four sensor units strapped to their arm, all by using Likert scales (9 points).

Procedure
Upon arrival, each participant was introduced to the study after which informed consent was signed. We strapped the myograph sensors to the participants’ dominant arm, and calibrated the Kinect sensor. When the sensors worked correctly, the participants were given instructions to use either the positive approach or the negative avoidance arm gesture as an embodied interaction throughout the study. These were given by example by the researcher. After this, we were ready to start the recording of the arm gestures to train the arm recognition capabilities of the system. In case this did not lead to sufficient classification accuracy, we switched to a ‘Wizard of Oz’ approach before the two creativity tasks started. After this, we were ready to start the application for the alternative uses task (task 1) after which participants filled in a questionnaire. Then, participants used the application to perform the insight problem solving task (task 2), after which they again filled in a questionnaire. The participants were offered an opportunity to share their thoughts about the study, after which they received a £10 voucher for a large online retailer.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first checked for possible alternate causes that could explain variation caused by the arm gestures by submitting them individually as dependent variables (DV) to a one-way ANOVA, with the arm gestures as the independent variable (IV). The results showed no significant differences between the pleasantness or unpleasantness of the arm gestures themselves (F(1, 35)=0.38, p=.545), the physical effort needed to do the arm gestures (F(1, 35)=0.03, p=.866) and the freedom with which the arm could be moved (F(1, 35)=0.226, p=.638). We will therefore not include these in further analysis.

Task 1: Idea generation
To test whether the interactive system augmented positive emotion and creativity during idea generation (H1), we correlated the assessed creativity variables fluency, flexibility, and originality, and emotion. The results show that there was a positive relationship between positive emotion and creativity during idea generation (Table 1). This relationship was characterized by no significant relationship between fluency and emotion, but rather by a significant positive relation between flexibility and positive emotion as well as originality and positive emotion. Higher positive emotion therefore related to higher flexibility and originality. This result supports H1.

![Table 1: Correlation between fluency, flexibility, originality, and self-reported emotion. ** is p<.005.](attachment:image.png)

To test whether using positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures to interact with the system augmented positive emotion during the idea generation task (H2), we submitted the assessed emotions as a DV to a one-way ANOVA with the arm gestures as the IV. The results showed that the participants who used a positive approach arm gesture rather than a negative avoidance arm gesture as a means of interaction, self-reported heightened positive emotion after the idea generation task (Table 2) in a way that is unlikely to be random (F(1, 34)=5.97, p=.020, $\eta^2=.153$). This supports H2.
Table 2: Means and standard deviations (SD) for the creativity and emotions assessments (DV) according to arm gesture (IV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>Positive appr.</th>
<th>Negative avoid.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>17.32</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To test whether using positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures to interact with the system augmented creativity during the idea generation task (H3), we used the same statistical approach, but with fluency, flexibility, and originality as the DVs. The results showed that participants using a positive approach rather than a negative avoidance arm gesture performed better creatively (Table 3), a result that was unlikely to be random, for fluency ($F(1, 34)=4.71$, $p=.035$, $\eta^2=.122$), flexibility ($F(1, 34)=13.62$, $p=.001$, $\eta^2=.286$), and originality ($F(1, 34)=25.52$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.430$). This supports H3.

Figure 7. Conditional process model of the arm gestures, flexibility, originality, and emotion. * is $p<.05$, ** is $p<.005$.

To further explore the relationship between the arm gestures, emotion, and creativity, we performed conditional process analysis using the bootstrapping method [15]. Conditional process analysis is a non-parametric test that can be used to uncover the process or mechanisms that underlie an observed finding between an IV and DV, via other DVs (mediators). Note that the test cannot be used to test for causality between the mediators and the DV. We used this test with the arm gesture as the IV, flexibility and originality as the mediators, and emotion as the DV (Figure 7). Fluency was not included because we did not find a correlation with emotion (Table ). The results showed no significant direct relationship between the arm gestures and emotion, i.e. the bounds of the confidence interval cross zero ($B=0.11$, 95% CI[-1.04; 1.26]). Instead, the results show that the creativity parameters are conditional to the influence of the arm gestures on emotion. This conditional relationship with the arm gestures is characterized by a positive relationship between originality and emotion ($B=.060$, 95% CI[-1.51; -0.12]), and a positive relationship between flexibility, originality, and emotion ($B=-0.28$, 95% CI[-1.07; -0.06]), that is, the bounds of the confidence interval did not cross zero. Results for a possible relationship of the arm gestures with flexibility and emotion, without originality was not significant ($B=-0.28$, 95% CI[-1.26; 0.17]). This provides preliminary evidence that positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures help regulate positive emotion, when emotion is caused by the generation of original ideas. This supports the assumed process underlying our hypotheses (Figure 5).

Task 2: Insight problem solving

Before task 2 could be analyzed we checked whether the influence on emotion in task 1 carried over into the results of task 2. Results of a correlation showed no significant relationship between the emotions after task 1 and the percentage of correct answers ($r(1, 35)=.064$, $p=.715$). There were however, clues that emotion after task 1 carried over into task 2 ($r(1, 35)=.307$, $p=.073$). To address this issue we recoded the difference between the emotions after task 1 and after task 2 into a new variable for use in further analysis, to which we refer as emotion', which represents the change in emotion that was observed.

To test whether the interactive system augmented positive emotion and creativity during the insight problem solving task (H1), we correlated the percentage of correct answers with emotion, and emotion'. Participants on average answered 15.47 insight problems (SD=6.94). The results showed no significant relationship between the correct answers and emotion ($r(1, 35)=.076$, $p=.659$), but did show a significant positive relationship between correct answers and emotion' ($r(1, 35)=.335$, $p=.046$). A change toward more positive emotion relates to increased percentages of correctly answered insight problems. This supports H1.

Table 3: Means and standard deviations (SD) for the creativity and emotion assessments (DV) according to arm gesture (IV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>Positive appr.</th>
<th>Negative avoid.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct (%)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion'</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is unlikely to be random \((F(1, 35)=5.09, p=.030, \eta^2=.127)\). Positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures increased the percentage of correctly solved insight problems. This supports H3.

Given that there was no direct relation between the arm gestures and emotion or emotion’, but there was between the arm gestures and the percentage of correct answers, and between correct answers and emotion’, it may be the case that the relationship between arm gestures, correct answers, and emotion’ follows a similar conditional process as we found in task 1. To test this we used the same statistical approach, but with the percentage of correctly answers as the mediator, and emotion’ as the DV (Figure 8). The results showed no direct relationship between the arm gestures and the emotion’, i.e. the bounds of the confidence interval crossed zero \((B=1.37, 95\% CI[-3.67 0.93])\). Instead, it showed a significant relation where the percentage of correct answers is conditional for positive rather than negative avoidance arm gestures to heighten positive emotion, i.e. the bounds of the confidence interval did not cross zero \((B=0.98, 95\% CI[0.07 2.41])\). This provides preliminary evidence that positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures help regulate positive emotion, when emotion is caused by solving insight problems. This supports the assumed process underlying our hypotheses (cf. Figure 5).

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

Our findings demonstrate that an interactive system can be designed to hack the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation to help people perform better on certain creative tasks. Our findings show that when our interactive system augments positive emotion it also augments creativity (H1). This in itself is nothing new, but it validates this study within the context of previous research on the relationship between emotion and creativity. Our findings also show that when positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures are used, positive emotion is augmented (H2). This finding is a novel contribution to research that aims to use embodied interaction designed based on characteristics of motor expressions to help regulate emotion [cf. 3, 4, 16, 17, 19, 30]. Finally, our findings show that using positive approach rather than negative avoidance arm gestures augments creativity during an idea generation task and an insight problem solving task (H3). This finding is a novel contribution to research that aims to develop interactive systems that influence emotion with the goal to augment creativity, as it provides a novel, embodied, approach to attain that goal [cf. 20, 21, 23]. As such, this research provides opportunities for new technologies that draw on embodied interaction to help regulate emotion, including possible applications such as such as gaming and entertainment [3, 4, 17, 19], education [16], and therapeutic technologies [30], as well as creativity support tools [20, 21, 23].

Moreover, our further exploration of the data provides preliminary evidence for a process that underlies our approach. This is indicated by the finding that there is no direct relationship between the arm gestures and emotion, but that this is dependent on an increase in originality during the idea generation task, and insight problem solving performance during the insight problem solving task. This appears to match with our ideas about the role of the arm gestures in the relationship between emotion and creativity, which is the assumption that for the arm gestures to have an influence on emotion, an emotion must be generated, and this emotion is generated when the user believes that he or she is doing well (Figure 5).

Interpretation of the results needs to be limited to the context of use in our interactive system, and the conditions posed by our experimental setup. However, the results also point toward interesting limitations in the possible utility of our approach. Whereas during idea generation the results were clear, during insight problem solving there were less pronounced relationships between the arm gestures, emotion, and creativity. Considering that the change in emotion was also characterized by relatively large standard deviations, it might be that other factors, which we did not measure, had a stronger influence on emotion during insight problem solving. However, another explanation could be that the used arm gestures are only effective for a limited amount of time due to habituation [cf. 28]. We cannot rule out the latter because we did not randomize task order.

The results also reveal a possible limitation in the effectiveness of our approach. People who used positive approach arm gestures reported more positive emotion than the people who used the negative avoidance arm gestures, but the latter people were still positive on average. It could well be that the used creative activities did not generate sufficient negative emotion for the arm gestures to help regulate these emotions, and all that we found was that positive approach arm gestures increase positive emotion, and negative avoidance arm gestures suppress positive emotion. Therefore we cannot know from these results whether the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation can be hacked for emotions other than positive ones. Previous attempts at hacking the function of motor expressions in emotion regulation suffered from similar complications [19, 30]. We believe that the latter can be investigated further by pairing embodied interactions designed based on motor expressions, with novel techniques that cause emotion. This will be addressed in future research.
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